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My best friend has an iPhone… and he looks so happy. He should be; the iPhone does
practically everything. We can go online almost anywhere. If we want to go out for dinner, we
can look up the closest restaurants, catalogue them by type, see pictures of them, look at their
menus, and read their reviews – instantly. Once we are there, we can check our emails while
we are waiting for our food, and then log into Facebook while we have our coffee. We can
watch videos on Youtube and, if we are on the mood, check movie schedules and buy our
tickets. Not to mention the games, and the fact that we also have a phone and an iPod... The
iPhone is overwhelmingly effective, how can we not be happy if we have one?
But let us be precise: my friend has an iPhone; I do not. I have an old broken phone –
by old I mean that it was bought one year ago, and by broken that it is chipped on one of its
hinges and so has to be handled delicately when opened. His gadget is shinny and very
handsome; mine is, honestly, not so perfect. I have to say I feel somewhat uncomfortable
taking out my phone in front of such a technological marvel. I feel inadequate and envious. I
have a problem; yes: I have a problem – should we call it an iProblem?
The iPhone is becoming more popular every day. People pay hundreds of dollars to
acquire the coveted instrument, and hundreds more to buy the applications that will make it
more sophisticated and “personal.” Every time a new iPhone is released, people run to buy it.
Hoards of individuals – or iPeople, maybe? – get in line on the streets in order to go online with
their iPhones. What a difference a vowel makes! One single letter throws people from the
crowded, concrete covered streets, to the isolated, utterly abstract(ed) virtual world. Yes: letters

are powerful – having an iPhone is definitely nothing like having a boring phone – a phone with
no “i” is not nearly as interesting. Come to think of it: should that “i” be capitalized?
Be as it may, the technological paradigm that the iPhone so successfully represents
seems to be changing the way we view and experience the world. This transformation,
however, is hardly the iPhone’s merit – or fault. Every time a phenomenon such as this sweeps
a society so passionately, it is not farfetched to assume that something about it is capturing the
collective imagination. That is to say, the iPhone embodies a fantasy – a myth – in which
contemporary men and women live immersed. It somehow fits with who we imagine ourselves
to be, and satisfies unconscious collective needs. Under this light, in fact, it is hard to
determine whether it is the iPhone that is molding the way we view ourselves, or our cultural
fantasies what are shaping the iPhone. What is it then that makes the iPhone so popular? Why
do so many people (and here I must include myself) want to own one?
Following the lead of the iPhone’s advertisements seems like a good way to approach
this inquiry. Apparently what this contraption has (or claims) to offer is extremely attractive to
us, and thus deserves a more thorough examination. Maybe this will help us understand why
we are so drawn to it. Let us consider, for example, an iPhone television advertisement. While
showing visually the iPhone’s wonderful features, a soft, suave, youthful voice speaks to us:
Say you are in college, and you need to find an apartment closer to campus.
Well… there’s an app for that. Or you need to find the cheapest price on a biology
textbook. There’s an app for that. Or you need to find at least one photo you can
show your parents… there’s an app for that too. Yeap…there’s an app for just
about anything. Only on the iPhone (iPhone 3GS Student).
This brief text is extremely revealing of the iPhone mythologem. The first thing, of
course, is the fact that the entire discourse rests on the notion of “need” – and furthermore, of
hypothetical or future need. The iPhone situates its user (what an appropriate word: user) as a
needy being, and attempts to foresee as many of his or her needs as possible. These needs
are in some level real, in the sense that they do happen and they are plausible – many people

do need a house, or a book, or to pretend they are well behaved. But looking at these
situations exclusively through the lens of necessity is very troublesome. Why not, for instance,
think of them as desires? Why do we “need” these things, instead of “wanting” them? True that,
being human, we all have needs; but when need gains such predominance over desire, we are
entering a dangerous – and seductive – realm. We are entering mother territory – negative
mother territory. This seems to be the central fantasy of the iPhone: it is one enormous,
dependable, unconditional mother.
Another element that seems to be signaling the presence of the mother archetype is
the iPhone’s all-encompassing tendency. After all: “there’s an app for just about anything.” One
of the essential characteristics of the iPhone is that it conglomerates as many need satisfiers –
and therefore as many needs – as possible in one single apparatus. The tedious but seductive
litany of needs recited in iPhone commercials runs parallel to a never-ending collection of
applications (or “apps”, if you speak cool Apple language) that solve those needs. And it is
“only on the iPhone” that we will find proper satisfaction. There are literally thousands of apps,
and new ones are added to the store every day. According to the commercials, I could get an
app to pull out maps, or to calculate the amount of calories in my meal, or to look for good real
estate deals, or to tell me the name of the song that is playing if I do not remember the title (to
prevent the pain of exercising my memory). It could also tell me the name of the bird nesting in
my backyard (God forbid me looking it up myself), or allow me to read a book on the screen
(walking to the bookshelf is out of the question, as is going to a bookstore or a library – oh the
agony!). There must be hundreds of apps for things I do not even know I “need.”
When I was a little boy, I remember my mother carrying a huge bag, from which she
drew almost anything I needed. If I cut myself, she had a Band-Aid; if I was thirsty, she had
apple juice; if I had an upset stomach, she had Pepto-Bismol; if I had nausea, she had a plastic
bag in which I would vomit. That is what this invention seems to evoke: the iPhone – and only

the iPhone – can solve all my needs. Maybe if I had an iPhone I would have something
(someone?) to help me with my needs as they arise during the day – just like my mom did.
“Your iPhone is more responsive than ever,” says another commercial. You can dial a number
“with just the sound of your voice – without even looking at the screen.” “Just speak a
command…” (iPhone 3GS Tour) It requires almost no effort; it responds immediately and
effectively – just like my mom did! When we speak to it, the iPhone even answers with a
mellow female voice, making the iPhone even more appealing. And here an immediate
question arises: why is this a problem? That time when my mother did everything for me was
glorious… I was so happy back then, much like my friend with his iPhone.
Well here is the problem – the iProblem: there came one day, I must have been
around five, when I came to my mother and asked for some juice because I was thirsty. She
looked at me and said: go to the refrigerator and fetch one for yourself, they are in the bottom
shelf. Something inside of me broke at that instant – like my old phone, I had to handle myself
with more delicateness now… I felt somehow more fragile and less powerful. Disappointed, I
sat there for a few minutes, until I grew thirsty enough to go and get the juice myself. My mom
was probably tired, so I had to learn to get what I needed by myself. The problem is that the
iPhone will not get tired (or, if it does, we can always get a new one), and hence does not push
me to act or think for myself. The iPhone is pointing to our culture’s mother complex, more
specifically to its negative mother complex.
The iPhone leaves out the aspect of the mother archetype that promotes separation
and differentiation. As the child grows, the mothering functions evolve too; frustrating needs
becomes as important as satisfying them, mainly because it is through frustration that the ego
begins to form – and with it, desire arises. If our needs are satisfied too soon, desire will never
make an appearance, because desire is based on us missing something. We only begin to
want things when we realize that we do not have everything. And several more faculties derive

from frustration. When a baby has to wait for a bottle, he has to learn to remember the image of
the bottle in order to handle the frustration of not having it. Because his or her needs are
temporarily neglected, the baby is forced to develop memory, imagination, will, and
determination. The problem with the iPhone is not that it satisfies needs, it is that it satisfies too
many needs too fast too effectively: it makes babies out of us. By satisfying our needs it makes
us needy, and by making us needy it truncates our desire – making us forgetful, unimaginative
and irresolute. It rusts our ego, which used to be in charge of buying the movie tickets, looking
up the restaurant, remembering the song, and doing the math. Not anymore – now the iPhone
can do all that, immediately and wherever we are. No need to struggle anymore.
This is the iProblem: technology devouring peoples selves. It is as if the “i” in “iPhone”
is the I of its user, who has yielded his or her identity to the problem-solving device. We are
witnessing how an electronic artifact steals a human ego. The phone has swallowed and
appropriated the person’s “I,” castrating and incapacitating the user like an overprotective
mother does to her child. And what is more: the “I” is not even a capital letter anymore… the
iPhone has literally stolen our egos and made them smaller.
There is one other iPhone slogan: “solving life’s dilemmas, one app at a time” (iPhone
3G, Loopt). It is as if Mother iPhone is telling us: “Do not worry dear, just tell me what you
need… I´ll do it for you.” Well I (yes: I) respond: No, no, and no! There also came a time when I
passionately refused to accept mother’s help – I much rather have my deformed pancakes than
her pretty round ones. Where is that passion in our culture – that desire to do original things
and think original thoughts? Where is our drive to separate and become an autonomous self?
My ego is imperfect and is constantly frustrated, yes. But that is how I like it. At least it
is my ego, at least I still have an I. I will stick to my old broken phone. I want an iPhone, but I
will not buy one, because then I will start needing it, and that I definitely do not want. I really do
not need to need an iPhone right now; I much rather want to want it. Sorry, Mother.
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